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Girls in Aviation Day celebrated in Goa 
 
Panaji, Sep 19 (UNI) Women in Aviation International, India Chapter, and Lockheed Martin India in 
association with Airports Authority of India (AAI) on Wednesday celebrated Girls in Aviation Day at Goa 
Airport. 
 
With the vision to encourage girls to take up STEM subjects and explore career opportunities in related 
industries, the initiative is aimed at showcasing opportunities in the aviation and aerospace sectors. 
This initiative also aligns with the Government of India’s Skills India initiative. 
 
As part of the program, Women in Aviation International (India Chapter) invited 60 students from various 
schools for a tour of Goa Airport. 
Visiting students were given an opportunity to explore, learn, and discover the various aspects of and 
roles in aviation and aerospace such as air traffic controller, airline dispatch, pilot, aviation maintenance 
technician, aeronautical engineer or aviation management.   
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AAI hired 2,000 female staff in last 5 years 
 
PANAJI: Airports Authority of India (AAI) has hired around 2,000 women air traffic controllers across the 
country in recent years, bringing the percentage of women in the field up to 10% from 1% five years ago, 
Goa international airport director Bhupesh C H Negi said on Wednesday. He was speaking at an event 
organised to mark Girls in Aviation Day by the India chapter of Women in Aviation International and 
aviation major Lockheed Martin India to encourage girls to take up careers in the industry. 
 
 “AAI is taking tremendous steps to improve the working conditions of women deployed across 
airports,” Negi said, adding that AAI recently became the first airport operator in the country to start 
recruiting women in rescue and fire services. “A woman from Kolkata was the first rescue and fire 
fighter to be recruited,” he told girl students of Std XI and XII at St Andrew’s Higher Secondary School, 
Vasco. He said the industry is not limited to subjects like science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics and there were other areas including commercial, ground handling and ticketing that 
offered opportunities for women.  
 
The girls also met Lt Payal Gupta, who was among the first six-member, all-women crew in Asia, to 
circumnavigate the globe. 9/20/2018 ‘AAI hired 2,000 female staff in last 5 years’ Governor Mridula 
Sinha, who was also in attendance at the event, told the girls not to compete with men and reminded 
them they were special in their own right. “A woman is blessed in a special way to nurture families and 
contribute to society and the country. Today sky is the limit for women and they are going places,” she 
said, adding equal opportunities in education, health, etc are available for all in society.  
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Girls in Aviation Day celebrated in Goa 
 
Women in Aviation International, India Chapter, and Lockheed Martin India in association with Airports 
Authority of India (AAI) on Wednesday celebrated Girls in Aviation Day at Goa Airport. With the vision to 
encourage girls to take up STEM subjects and explore career opportunities in related industries, the 
initiative is aimed at showcasing opportunities in the aviation and aerospace sectors. This initiative also 
aligns with the Government of India's Skills India initiative. 
  
As part of the program, Women in Aviation International (India Chapter) invited 60 students from various 
schools for a tour of Goa Airport. Visiting students were given an opportunity to explore, learn, and 
discover the various aspects of and roles in aviation and aerospace such as air traffic controller, airline 
dispatch, pilot, aviation maintenance technician, aeronautical engineer or aviation management. In 
addition, the girl students were given a tour of the ATC Tower, Airside, Terminal Building and AOCC and 
all their queries and questions were answered by the officials working in the respective departments. 
Speaking on the occasion, Radha Bhatia, President, Women in Aviation International (India Chapter) said," 
This is the third year that the WAI India Chapter is celebrating 'Girls in Aviation Day' and we are delighted 
to host the same at Goa. This day is celebrated for the young girls to encourage them to choose aviation 
as a viable career opportunity. World over India has the maximum number of female pilots but there are 
many other avenues within aviation that are still unknown. With this celebration our aim is to see girls 
from the state of Goa explore exciting careers available to them as engineers, air traffic controllers and 
dozens of other jobs within aviation." "We will continue our endeavour to introduce young girls to role 
models and educate them in a fun and supportive atmosphere. We are very fortunate to be able to partner 
with Lockheed Martin India and Airports Authority of India for this event. Their efforts in leading youth 
into STEM careers is truly commendable," she added. 
 
Speaking about Lockheed Martin's commitment to this initiative, Phil Shaw, Chief Executive, Lockheed 
Martin India Private Limited said, "Lockheed Martin is delighted to support the Girls in Aviation Day 
initiative and see it grow from strength to strength. We are passionate about encouraging young ladies to 
broaden their horizons and consider pursuing an education in Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics (STEM) and consequently, careers in aerospace and technology. Lockheed Martin views 
education as a crucial investment for both business and society, and looks forward to helping develop the 
next generation of engineers, explorers and scientists in India.'' Post the airport tour, the students were 
given a presentation about the industry and its intricacies. Also, an impromptu quiz competition added to 
the delight of the students who won small tokens as prizes. Students were given an opportunity to interact 
with Goa Governor Mridula Sinha and chief guest for the event as well as Mrs Radha Bhatia, President 
Women in Aviation International (India Chapter), B C H Negi, Airport Director, Goa Airport, Phil Shaw, 
Chief Executive, Lockheed Martin India. Students also interacted with several other founding members 
from Women in Aviation International (India Chapter). 
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Since its inception in 2015, Women in Aviation International (India Chapter) has reached out to over 1500 
young girls to encourage them to undertake STEM subjects and explore career opportunities in aviation 
related industries. 
  



 
 

 

Goa: Women in Aviation, Lockheed Martin organise 'Girls in Aviation Day' celebration 

Goa (Maharashtra) [India], Sep 20 (NewsVoir): Women in Aviation International, India Chapter and 

Lockheed Martin India, in association with Airport Authority of India (AAI) today celebrated Girls in 

Aviation Day at Goa Airport. With the vision to encourage girls to take up STEM subjects and explore 

career opportunities in related industries, the initiative is aimed at showcasing opportunities in the 

aviation and aerospace sectors. This initiative also aligns with the Government of India's Skills India 

initiative. 

As part of the program, Women in Aviation International (India Chapter) invited 60 students from 

various schools for a tour of Goa Airport. Visiting students were given an opportunity to explore, learn, 

and discover the various aspects of and roles in aviation and aerospace such as air traffic controller, 

airline dispatch, pilot, aviation maintenance technician, aeronautical engineer or aviation management. 

In addition, the girl students were given a tour of the ATC Tower, Airside, Terminal Building and AOCC 

and all their queries and questions were answered by the officials working in the respective 

departments. 

Radha Bhatia, President, Women in Aviation International (India Chapter) shared," This is the third year 

that the WAI India Chapter is celebrating 'Girls in Aviation Day' and we are delighted to host the same at 

Goa. This day is celebrated for the young girls to encourage them to choose aviation as a viable career 

opportunity. World over India has the maximum number of female pilots but there are many other 

avenues within aviation that are still unknown. With this celebration, our aim is to see girls from the 

state of Goa explore exciting careers available to them as engineers, air traffic controllers and dozens of 

other jobs within aviation." 

"We will continue our endeavour to introduce young girls to role models and educate them in a fun and 

supportive atmosphere. We are very fortunate to be able to partner with Lockheed Martin India and 

Airport Authority of India for this event. Their efforts in leading youth into STEM careers is truly 

commendable." added Bhatia. 

Phil Shaw, Chief Executive, Lockheed Martin India Private Limited said, "Lockheed Martin is delighted to 

support the Girls in Aviation Day initiative and see it grow from strength to strength. We are passionate 

about encouraging young ladies to broaden their horizons and consider pursuing an education in 

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) and consequently, careers in aerospace and 

technology. Lockheed Martin views education as a crucial investment for both business and society, and 

looks forward to helping develop the next generation of engineers, explorers and scientists in India." 

Media Track:  ANI 

Headline: Goa: Women in Aviation, Lockheed Martin organise 'Girls in Aviation Day' celebration 

Date: September 20 2018 

Link: https://www.aninews.in/news/business/business/goa-women-in-aviation-lockheed-martin-organise-girls-in-

aviation-day-celebration201809201614390001/ 

https://www.aninews.in/news/business/business/goa-women-in-aviation-lockheed-martin-organise-girls-in-aviation-day-celebration201809201614390001/
https://www.aninews.in/news/business/business/goa-women-in-aviation-lockheed-martin-organise-girls-in-aviation-day-celebration201809201614390001/


 
 
Post the airport tour, the students were given a presentation about the industry and its intricacies. Also, 

an impromptu quiz competition added to the delight of the students who won small tokens as prizes. 

Students were given an opportunity to interact with Mridula Sinha, Governor of Goa and chief guest for 

the event, as well as Radha Bhatia, President Women in Aviation International (India Chapter), BCH Negi, 

Airport Director, Goa Airport, Phil Shaw, Chief Executive, Lockheed Martin India. Students also 

interacted with several other founding members from Women in Aviation International (India Chapter). 

Since its inception in 2015, Women in Aviation International (India Chapter) has reached out to over 

1500 young girls to encourage them to undertake STEM subjects and explore career opportunities in 

aviation-related industries. (NewsVoir)  



 
 

 

Goa: Women in Aviation, Lockheed Martin organise 'Girls in Aviation Day' celebration 
 
Women in Aviation International, India Chapter and Lockheed Martin India, in association with Airport 
Authority of India (AAI) today celebrated Girls in Aviation Day at Goa Airport. With the vision to 
encourage girls to take up STEM subjects and explore career opportunities in related industries, the 
initiative is aimed at showcasing opportunities in the aviation and aerospace sectors. This initiative also 
aligns with the Government of India's Skills India initiative. 
 
As part of the program, Women in Aviation International (India Chapter) invited 60 students from 
various schools for a tour of Goa Airport. Visiting students were given an opportunity to explore, learn, 
and discover the various aspects of and roles in aviation and aerospace such as air traffic controller, 
airline dispatch, pilot, aviation maintenance technician, aeronautical engineer or aviation management. 
In addition, the girl students were given a tour of the ATC Tower, Airside, Terminal Building and AOCC 
and all their queries and questions were answered by the officials working in the respective 
departments. 
 
Radha Bhatia, President, Women in Aviation International (India Chapter) shared," This is the third year 
that the WAI India Chapter is celebrating 'Girls in Aviation Day' and we are delighted to host the same at 
Goa. This day is celebrated for the young girls to encourage them to choose aviation as a viable career 
opportunity. World over India has the maximum number of female pilots but there are many other 
avenues within aviation that are still unknown. With this celebration, our aim is to see girls from the 
state of Goa explore exciting careers available to them as engineers, air traffic controllers and dozens of 
other jobs within aviation." 
 
"We will continue our endeavour to introduce young girls to role models and educate them in a fun and 
supportive atmosphere. We are very fortunate to be able to partner with Lockheed Martin India and 
Airport Authority of India for this event. Their efforts in leading youth into STEM careers is truly 
commendable." added Bhatia. 
 
Phil Shaw, Chief Executive, Lockheed Martin India Private Limited said, "Lockheed Martin is delighted to 
support the Girls in Aviation Day initiative and see it grow from strength to strength. We are passionate 
about encouraging young ladies to broaden their horizons and consider pursuing an education in 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) and consequently, careers in aerospace and 
technology. Lockheed Martin views education as a crucial investment for both business and society, and 
looks forward to helping develop the next generation of engineers, explorers and scientists in India." 
 

Media Track:  Business Standard 

Headline: Goa: Women in Aviation, Lockheed Martin organise 'Girls in Aviation Day' celebration 

Date: September 20 2018 

Link: https://www.business-standard.com/article/news-ani/goa-women-in-aviation-lockheed-martin-organise-

girls-in-aviation-day-celebration-118092000624_1.html 

https://www.business-standard.com/article/news-ani/goa-women-in-aviation-lockheed-martin-organise-girls-in-aviation-day-celebration-118092000624_1.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/news-ani/goa-women-in-aviation-lockheed-martin-organise-girls-in-aviation-day-celebration-118092000624_1.html


 
 
Post the airport tour, the students were given a presentation about the industry and its intricacies. Also, 
an impromptu quiz competition added to the delight of the students who won small tokens as prizes. 
Students were given an opportunity to interact with Mridula Sinha, Governor of Goa and chief guest for 
the event, as well as Radha Bhatia, President Women in Aviation International (India Chapter), BCH Negi, 
Airport Director, Goa Airport, Phil Shaw, Chief Executive, Lockheed Martin India. Students also 
interacted with several other founding members from Women in Aviation International (India Chapter). 
 
Since its inception in 2015, Women in Aviation International (India Chapter) has reached out to over 
1500 young girls to encourage them to undertake STEM subjects and explore career opportunities in 
aviation-related industries.  



 
 

 

Girls in Aviation Day Celebrated in Goa by Women in Aviation (India Chapter) and Lockheed Martin 
India 
 
Women in Aviation International, India Chapter and Lockheed Martin India in association with Airport 
Authority of India (AAI) today celebrated Girls in Aviation Day at Goa Airport. With the vision to 
encourage girls to take up STEM subjects and explore career opportunities in related industries, the 
initiative is aimed at showcasing opportunities in the aviation and aerospace sectors. This initiative also 
aligns with the Government of India’s Skills India initiative. 
 
 
As part of the program, Women in Aviation International (India Chapter) invited 60 students from 
various schools for a tour of Goa Airport. Visiting students were given an opportunity to explore, learn, 
and discover the various aspects of and roles in aviation and aerospace such as air traffic controller, 
airline dispatch, pilot, aviation maintenance technician, aeronautical engineer or aviation management. 
In addition, the girl students were given a tour of the ATC Tower, Airside, Terminal Building and AOCC 
and all their queries and questions were answered by the officials working in the respective 
departments. 
 
 
Captain Nivedita Bhasin Encouraging, Inspiring and Educating Young Girls to take up STEM Subjects and 
Fly High with a Career in Aviation at the GIAD Event in Goa 
 
Speaking on the occasion, Mrs. Radha Bhatia, President, Women in Aviation International (India 
Chapter) shared,” This is the third year that the WAI India Chapter is celebrating ‘Girls in Aviation Day’ 
and we are delighted to host the same at Goa. This day is celebrated for the young girls to encourage 
them to choose aviation as a viable career opportunity. World over India has the maximum number of 
female pilots but there are many other avenues within aviation that are still unknown. With this 
celebration our aim is to see girls from the state of Goa explore exciting careers available to them as 
engineers, air traffic controllers and dozens of other jobs within aviation.” 
 
 
“We will continue our endeavour to introduce young girls to role models and educate them in a fun and 
supportive atmosphere. We are very fortunate to be able to partner with Lockheed Martin India and 
Airport Authority of India for this event. Their efforts in leading youth into STEM careers is truly 
commendable.” added Mrs. Bhatia. 
 

Media Track:  Goa Chronicle 

Headline: Girls in Aviation Day Celebrated in Goa by Women in Aviation (India Chapter) and Lockheed Martin India 

Date: September 20 2018 

Link: http://goachronicle.com/girls-in-aviation-day-celebrated-in-goa-by-women-in-aviation-india-chapter-and-

lockheed-martin-india/ 

http://goachronicle.com/girls-in-aviation-day-celebrated-in-goa-by-women-in-aviation-india-chapter-and-lockheed-martin-india/
http://goachronicle.com/girls-in-aviation-day-celebrated-in-goa-by-women-in-aviation-india-chapter-and-lockheed-martin-india/


 
 
Speaking about Lockheed Martin’s commitment to this initiative, Mr. Phil Shaw, Chief Executive, 
Lockheed Martin India Private Limited said, “Lockheed Martin is delighted to support the Girls in 
Aviation Day initiative and see it grow from strength to strength. We are passionate about encouraging 
young ladies to broaden their horizons and consider pursuing an education in Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) and consequently, careers in aerospace and technology.  
Lockheed Martin views education as a crucial investment for both business and society, and looks 
forward to helping develop the next generation of engineers, explorers and scientists in India.” 
 
Post the airport tour, the students were given a presentation about the industry and its intricacies. Also, 
an impromptu quiz competition added to the delight of the students who won small tokens as prizes. 
Students were given an opportunity to interact with Ms. Mridula Sinha, Governor of Goa and chief guest 
for the event as well as Mrs. Radha Bhatia, President Women in Aviation International (India Chapter), 
Mr. BCH Negi, Airport Director, Goa Airport, Mr. Phil Shaw, Chief Executive, Lockheed Martin India. 
Students also interacted with several other founding members from Women in Aviation International 
(India Chapter). 
 
Since its inception in 2015, Women in Aviation International (India Chapter) has reached out to over 
1500 young girls to encourage them to undertake STEM subjects and explore career opportunities in 
aviation related industries. 
 
About Women in Aviation International India Chapter 
 
Women in Aviation International India Chapter is a non-profit organization dedicated to the 
encouragement and advancement of women in all aviation career fields and interests. The India Chapter 
provides networking, mentoring and scholarship opportunities for women who are striving for 
challenging and fulfilling careers in the aviation and aerospace industries. 
 
For more information, please visit: http://www.indianwomenforaviation.in. 
 
About Lockheed Martin 
 
Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, Lockheed Martin is a global security and aerospace company 
that employs approximately 100,000 people worldwide and is principally engaged in the research, 
design, development, manufacture, integration and sustainment of advanced technology systems, 
products and services. 
  



 
 

 

GIRLS IN AVIATION DAY CELEBRATED IN GOA  

Women in Aviation International, India Chapter and Lockheed Martin India in association with Airports 

Authority of India celebrate girls in aviation day at Goa Airport. As part of the program, women in 

aviation International (India Chapter) invited 60 students from various schools for a tour of Goa Airport. 

Visiting students were given an opportunity to explore, learn and discover the various aspects and roles 

in aviation and aerospace.  

Media Track:  Prime TV Goa 

Headline: GIRLS IN AVIATION DAY CELEBRATED IN GOA 

Date: September 20 2018 

Link: https://primetvgoa.com/girls-in-aviation-day-celebrated-in-goa/ 

https://primetvgoa.com/girls-in-aviation-day-celebrated-in-goa/


 
 

 

Girls in Aviation Day Celebrated in Goa by Women in Aviation (India Chapter) and Lockheed Martin 

India 

Over 60 young girls encouraged to take up STEM subjects and soar the skies with acareer in aviation 

Goa, September 19, 2018:Women in Aviation International, India Chapter and Lockheed Martin India in 

association with Airport Authority of India (AAI) today celebrated Girls in Aviation Day at Goa Airport. 

With the vision to encourage girls to take up STEM subjects and explore career opportunities in related 

industries, the initiative is aimed at showcasing opportunities in the aviation and aerospace sectors. This 

initiative also aligns with the Government of India’s Skills India initiative. 

As part of the program, Women in Aviation International (India Chapter) invited 60 students from 

various schools for a tour of Goa Airport. Visiting students were given an opportunity to explore, learn, 

and discover the various aspects of and roles in aviation and aerospace such as air traffic controller, 

airline dispatch, pilot, aviation maintenance technician, aeronautical engineer or aviation management. 

In addition, the girl students were given a tour of the ATC Tower, Airside, Terminal Building and AOCC 

and all their queries and questions were answered by the officials working in the respective 

departments. 

Speaking on the occasion, Mrs. Radha Bhatia, President, Women in Aviation International (India 

Chapter) shared,” This is the third year that the WAI India Chapter is celebrating ‘Girls in Aviation Day’ 

and we are delighted to host the same at Goa. This day is celebrated for the young girls to encourage 

them to choose aviation as a viable career opportunity. World over India has the maximum number of 

female pilots but there are many other avenues within aviation that are still unknown. With this 

celebration our aim is to see girls from the state of Goa explore exciting careers available to them as 

engineers, air traffic controllers and dozens of other jobs within aviation.. 

“We will continue our endeavour to introduce young girls to role models and educate them in a fun and 

supportive atmosphere. We are very fortunate to be able to partner with Lockheed Martin India and 

Airport Authority of India for this event. Their efforts in leading youth into STEM careers is truly 

commendable.” added Mrs. Bhatia. 

Speaking about Lockheed Martin’s commitment to this initiative, Mr. Phil Shaw, Chief Executive, 

Lockheed Martin India Private Limited said, “Lockheed Martin is delighted to support the Girls in 

Aviation Day initiative and see it grow from strength to strength. We are passionate about encouraging 

young ladies to broaden their horizons and consider pursuing an education in Science, Technology, 

Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) and consequently, careers in aerospace and technology. Lockheed 

Media Track:  India Strategic 

Headline: Girls in Aviation Day Celebrated in Goa by Women in Aviation (India Chapter) and Lockheed Martin 
India 

Date: September 20 2018 

Link: http://www.indiastrategic.in/2018/09/20/girls-in-aviation-day-celebrated-in-goa-by-women-in-aviation-

india-chapter-and-lockheed-martin-india/ 

http://www.indiastrategic.in/2018/09/20/girls-in-aviation-day-celebrated-in-goa-by-women-in-aviation-india-chapter-and-lockheed-martin-india/
http://www.indiastrategic.in/2018/09/20/girls-in-aviation-day-celebrated-in-goa-by-women-in-aviation-india-chapter-and-lockheed-martin-india/


 
 
Martin views education as a crucial investment for both business and society, and looks forward to 

helping develop the next generation of engineers, explorers and scientists in India. 

Post the airport tour, the students were given a presentation about the industry and its intricacies. Also, 

an impromptu quiz competition added to the delight of the students who won small tokens as prizes. 

Students were given an opportunity to interact with Ms. Mridula Sinha, Governor of Goa and chief guest 

for the event as well as Mrs. Radha Bhatia, President Women in Aviation International (India Chapter), 

Mr. BCH Negi, Airport Director, Goa Airport, Mr. Phil Shaw, Chief Executive, Lockheed Martin India. 

Students also interacted with several other founding members from Women in Aviation International 

(India Chapter). 

Since its inception in 2015, Women in Aviation International (India Chapter) has reached out to over 

1500young girls to encourage them to undertake STEM subjects and explore 


